
Build Better Plans, Faster

Coming in 2017

Deliver

Plans are consumed by a 
diverse audience. The 

BASIS Project Whiteboard 
simplifies plan presentation 

while allowing key 
stakeholders to provide 

feedback.

Validate

Plans based upon expert 
feedback are more likely to 

succeed. Establish 
consensus across projects 

& teams through BASIS 
Review Cycles.

Build

Knowledge is the difference 
between a plan and a 

schedule. Smart Planning™ 
drives organisational 

knowledge and expert 
opinion into your plan.

basisplanning.com

Traditional CPM tools are good for tracking project execution, but don't support the 
upfront planning process.  BASIS is designed to help organisations build better 
plans in less time.  Use your CPM tool to execute your project, use BASIS to ensure 
the plan being "executed" is actually achievable.

BASIS is an interactive planning tool at its core, but it’s our 
approach to planning that truly sets it apart.  BASIS was 

created to improve the predictability of plans, the accuracy 
of forecasts & feasibility of risk analysis outcomes.

Use BASIS for:

• Advanced Work Packaging
• Rolling Wave Planning
• Interactive Schedule Reviews
• Risk Workshops
• Aligning projects with
corporate objectives &
commercial timelines

• Capturing Expert Feedback
• Retaining Knolwedge
• Tracking project evolution &

changes over time
• Establishing process &

reporting consistency



Are you truly planning, or simply scheduling?

Unique Benefits & Features

The difference can be critical to project success. Learn more & sign up to join the 

BASIS Early Adopter Program at our website, basisplanning.com.

Learn more at basisplanning.com

...in less time.
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Build a better plan...

Top-Down Plan
Make the distinction between 
scope & work by building a 
scope-level plan.  
• Knowledge Library - drop 

scope & work directly into 
your plan from your 
organisation’s unique Library

• Planning Windows - associate 
scope & work with required 
timeframes

• BASIS Review Cycle - request 
domain experts mark-up & 
flesh out the plan

Smart Planning™
Domain experts build plans 
faster leveraging Smart 
Planning™ features.
• Flesh Out - quickly add 

activities in sequence or in 
parallel

• Factor - increase/decrease 
activity durations by a factor

• Knowledge Library - pull from 
the Library while building out 
your plan

Achieve Consensus
Flatten domain expert 
feedback into a single ‘basis’ 
plan. Measure the achievability 
of your plan with BASIS Indices:
• Scope Alignment
• Buy-In Index
• Continuity Index
• Plan Detail Index

Project Whiteboard
Allow executives & your diverse 
stakeholder community to 
review & annotate plans.  
Organise plans for presentation 
displaying only the necessary 
data in logical, time-phased 
groupings.

Artificial Intelligence
AI is best described simply as 
next generation computing.  
BASIS introduces Iris, the first 
artificially intelligent planning 
assistant.  Iris learns from 
every user interaction & 
presents knowledge back 
during the planning process.

Knowledge Becomes a 
Digital Asset
Knowledge is only useful if it can 
be efficiently analysed, refined 
& reused.  BASIS captures 
knowledge in many ways, one of 
which is an ever-learning 
Knowledge Library from which 
project experience can be drawn.

basisplanning.com


